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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 

We are still having ZOOM meetings and no public events through September. 
 

I would like to thank Tom Klein again for coordinating the meeting.  He is looking to record 
this one and make it available. 

 
We only have a few business items to deal with, the rest of the meeting will be more of an 

open forum.  If you have any presentations or information you want to share you can 
present it. 

 
Ding Darling Days is moving their event to a weekday and scaling it back extensively due to 

social distancing issues.  We won’t be there this year. 

 
From Lisa Andrews – Big Cypress National Preserve – “I don't know what this winter will bring as far as 
night sky programming.  I have some tentative dates set aside just in case we get to do them.  It may be that we have 
to limit amount of people who can attend or do our programs differently in some way, or maybe things will be better 
by then.  I'll keep in touch to let you know what we're allowed to do as it gets closer in case by then you can join us. 
December 12th, January 9th,  February 13th, March 13th” 

 
See the information below about the International Observe the Moon Night Sept 26th 

 
Brian
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Star Party Schedule 2020 
 

Sea Hawk Park 10/10, 11/7 
 

We have scheduled some of the Seahawk Park nights to coincide with the moon being a 
crescent to 1st quarter stage to allow for lunar observing. 

 

Caloosahatchee Regional Park –10/17, 11/14, 12/12 
 

  Big Cypress Preserve – Tentative   
December 12th,2020,  January 9th 2021, February 13th, 2021, March 13th, 2021 

 
 
Ideas for Using Outreach Funds 

SWFAS would like to hear from members for any suggestions for applying outreach funds. 

 
Members’ Recommended Reading & News Links 

 

Members are encouraged to submit to the editor links to recommended articles 
and books that might be of interest to Club members. 

 

Each Weekly Newsletter of S&T has a 60-second news section. The general link for 
S&T Astronomy News is  https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/ . 

 

Sky and Telescope has a new free introductory E-book “Stargazing: Getting Started” if 
you sign up with your email.  https://skyandtelescope.com 

 

“The Hunt for the First Exomoons”, by Shannon Hall, Sky and Telescope, September, 2020, 
pages 34-40.  Abstract:  A handful of scientists are attempting to discover the first moons 

outside our solar system. 
 

“Was Early Mars "Wet and Warm"? Or Wet and Cold?”, by Jeff Hecht, S&T Weekly, August 7, 

2020 (article date, August 4).  Abstract:  A new model suggests that Martian valley networks 
might have been created by ancient subglacial rivers rather than water flowing on the surface. 

 

The October issue of Sky & Telescope has good articles on Mars. 

 
For NASA-JPL News see  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/ . 

 
 
For Astronomy Magazine & News, see  https://www.astronomy.com/news 

 

Astronomy magazine has a free PDF download of “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Planets”, 
published September 19, 2019. 

 

The October issue of Astronomy has good articles on Mars. 
 

 

  

https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-news/%20.
https://skyandtelescope.com/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://www.astronomy.com/news
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International Observe the Moon Night    September 26th 
 

International Observe the Moon Night is a time to come together with fellow Moon enthusiasts and 

curious people worldwide. Everyone on Earth is invited to learn about lunar science and exploration, 
take part in celestial observations, and honor cultural and personal connections to the Moon. Note that 

we encourage you to interpret “observe” broadly. 

Were you planning to host an in-person event this year? Try hosting a virtual one. We are updating 
our resources to better serve you at this time. 

International Observe the Moon Night occurs annually in September or October, when the Moon is 

around first quarter ― a great phase for evening observing. Furthermore, a first-quarter Moon offers 
excellent viewing opportunities along the terminator (the line between night and day), where shadows 
enhance the Moon’s cratered landscape. 

You can join International Observe the Moon Night from wherever you are. Attend or host a virtual or 

in-person event, or observe the Moon from home. Connect with fellow lunar enthusiasts around the 
world through our Facebook page, #ObserveTheMoon on your preferred social media platform, and 

join the International Observe the Moon Night Flickr group. Outdoors, at home, online, or wherever 
you may be, we’re glad to have you with us. However you choose to observe, please follow local 
guidelines on health and safety.  

International Observe the Moon Night is sponsored by NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter mission 

and the Solar System Exploration Division at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, with many 
contributors.

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/news/1075/10-things-international-observe-the-moon-night/
https://moon.nasa.gov/observe-the-moon-night/participate/find-an-event/
https://moon.nasa.gov/observe-the-moon-night/how-to-host/the-basics/
https://moon.nasa.gov/observe-the-moon-night/register/individual-participation/
https://www.facebook.com/observethemoon/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.flickr.com_groups_observethemoon2020_&d=DwMGaQ&c=ApwzowJNAKKw3xye91w7BE1XMRKi2LN9kiMk5Csz9Zk&r=cGsIdn4wJJggONe0EmFAjOio4K-kEGG4nmXQvbgWea0&m=i4mzp3bh7XwuCVVqQmbJtRvXcFiustQQxy18u-iaT44&s=whbwnl6VfpCpNldVy1BnbXgNjmIrP-Ry-J_yBxgf7ZQ&e=
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In the Sky for September 
Rise & set times of planets are in local time for Ft. Myers, FL ,(26.6°N, 81.9°W). 

(http://www.heavens-above.com). 
 

Local sunrise on the 1st is at 7:06 a.m. (80°ENE), and sunset is at 7:47 pm 280°WNW) 

Local sunrise on the 30th is at 7:19 a.m. (93°E), and sunset is at 7:14 pm (267°W) 

September starts with 12 hours, 41 minutes of daylight and ends with 11 hours, 54 minutes. 

(https://www.timeanddate.com) 
 

Information is from above as well as Sky & Telescope and Astronomy Magazine and SkyMania.com. 
Night sky simulations, such as on https://www.timeanddate.com (select Night Sky) are helpful for 
planning planetary observations relative to constellations and other night sky events (Beta).  

 

Moon: Full –2nd; Last Quarter – 10th; Apogee – 6th; New – 17th; Perigee – 18th; 1st Quarter – 
24th. On the 1st, it sets at 6:27 a.m. (253°WSW), and rises at 7:52 p.m. (105°ESE). On the 
30th, set time is 6:09 a.m. (261°WSW), and rise time is 6:59 p.m. (96°ESE). 

 

Mercury (dusk, in Leo, moving to Virgo by month’s end) is a challenge this month. On the 
1st, at -0.5 magnitude and 5” wide, it rises at 8:10 a.m. almost an hour after sunrise (Az, 
86°E), then sets at 8:25 p.m. (274°W).  By the end of September, at a brightness of +0.1 
and <7” wide, it rises at 9:20 a.m. (107°E).  An hour after sunset, it sets at 8:17 p.m. 
(253°W).  It is at maximum eastern elongation on October 1st. 

 

Venus (pre-dawn to dawn, East, moves from Gemini into Cancer and then to Leo this month) 

On the 1st, it rises at 3:47 a.m. just over 68°E, and sets at 5:08 p.m. (292°W).  Its brightness is 

at -4 for the month, and changes from about 19” to 15” wide.  On the 30th, it rises at 4:20 a.m. 
(76°E) and sets at 5:12 p.m. (284° W).   

 

Mars (most to all night, rising in the East, in Pisces all month) On the 1st, at magnitude  
-1.8, it rises at 10:15 p.m. and sets at 10:44 a.m. the next morning). On the 30th, at 
magnitude -2.5, it rises at 8:12 p.m. and sets at 8:39 a.m., October 1st. Its disk size 
decreases from > 44” to nearly 22.5” for the month. 

 

Jupiter (dusk to post midnight, Southwest, in Sagittarius) stops retrograde motion on the 
12th and starts to move eastward in the sky again.  It starts the month with a diameter of 
44.2” and ends at 40.53”.  On the 1st, it rises at 4:45 p.m. and sets about 3:11 a.m. the 
next morning. On the 30th, it rises at 2:53 p.m. and sets the next morning about 1:18 
a.m. Its brightness starts the month at -2.4 and increases slightly to -2.2 on the 30th.  
Jupiter and Saturn were less than 5° apart in May, and are about 8° apart in September.  
They start moving closer together until they are only 0.1° apart on December 21st. 

 

Saturn (dusk to post midnight, Southwest, in Sagittarius), stops retrograde motion on the 
29th and starts to move eastward in the sky again.  Saturn’s brightness decreases a bit 
from 0.3 to 0.5. Its disk size decreases from 17.96” to 17.20 during September, and the 
rings, tilted at 23°, are still an impressive 40”. On the 1st it rises at 5:17 p.m. and sets at 
3:49 a.m. the next morning.  On the 30th, it rises at 3:21 p.m. and sets around 1:53 a.m.  
In the last week of September, Saturn, Jupiter and the Moon appear from left to right in 
the South within an hour of sunset, just above Sagittarius. 

 

Uranus: (midnight – dawn, in Aries) At the beginning of September, it rises in the 
East, Az ≈ 60°, at 10:43 p.m. and sets by the noon hour on the 2nd.  It appears only 
3.7” wide and a 5.7 brightness this month.  On the 30th it rises at 8:47 p.m. at Az of 76° 
and sets at 9:47 a.m. on October 1. 

 

Neptune: (all night, in Aquarius) On the 1st, it rises at 8:15 p.m. in the East at 101° Az, 
and sets about 7:56 a.m. On the 30th, it rises at 6:18 p.m. and sets at 5:58 a.m. 

http://www.heavens-above.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/
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International Space Station: The ISS is visible from September 10-18 (moving from N→E 
on the 10th around dawn, and W→NE about 8-9 p.m. on the 18th) about altitude 10° during 
the evening, with magnitudes from about -1 to -3.6.  See this link for specific times and 
routes for the ISS:  http://www.heavens-above.com 

 

Hubble Space Telescope: will be visible from the 1st through the 10th (8-9:30 p.m.), 
moving generally W→ SE and 20th – 30th (predawn) at magnitudes > 0.  See this link for 
specific times and routes for the HST:   http://www.heavens-above.com 

 

Comets and Asteroids:  See this link for specific times and routes for brightest 
observable comets and asteroids:  http://www.heavens-above.com.  Links to finder 
charts are also available.  Comet 88P Howell, with a short period of 5.5 years, is in good 
viewing position every 11 years (it is alternately on the opposite side of the Sun) and is 
coming in to view in a couple of months.  It will have a brightness of 9.3 and viewed in 
Libra. 

 

The brightest asteroids, 1 Ceres (dwarf planet) and 4 Vesta, will be at magnitudes 7.7 & 8.3 in 

Aquarius and Cancer, respectively.   
 

 

Zoom Meeting Info: (Thursday September 3rd) 
 

Here's the link: (you may start as early as 7:15) 

 

  https://widener.zoom.us/j/98521350258 

 

Members who are familiar with Zoom may disregard instructions below. 
 

For PC Users: 

You’ll want to install the “Zoom” app. on your computer, if you don’t already have it.  This way 
when you click on the link at the time of the meeting, it will take you directly to our meeting. 
Download for (free) Zoom Client for Meetings: 

https://zoom.us/client/latest/ZoomInstaller.exe 
 

For Apple Users: 

If you don’t already have the “Zoom” app, you need to download it. After downloading, ignore 

all further instructions, and click to leave the app. (This app will automatically be used when you 
double click the link to the meeting on Thursday) 

Here’s the link to (free) Zoom in the App Store: 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307 

 
General Instructions to join the meeting: 

1.     Click on the link above to join the meeting 

2.     Click on window that appears, “Join Zoom Meeting”. 

3.     Then “Join Computer Audio” 
4.     On entering the meeting, audio is going to be "off” by default. Press down and hold your 
space bar to talk. Both Brian and the presenter will be unmuted by default.  This is being done to 
cut down on background noise, as it seems to accumulate as our numbers increase. 

 
For more information on audio and video go to: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/204484835-My-Audio-is-N 

 
Tom’s Email:   kleinto@netscape.net 

 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/brisley/Downloads/:%20%20http:/www.heavens-above.com
http://www.heavens-above.com/
http://www.heavens-above.com/
https://widener.zoom.us/j/98521350258
https://zoom.us/client/latest/ZoomInstaller.exe
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/204484835-My-Audio-is-Not-Working-on-iOS-or-Android
mailto:kleinto@netscape.net
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Southwest Florida Astronomical Society, Inc.  Event Schedule for 2020 

This is tentative based on Covid-19 conditions 
 

Date                          Event                               Location                            Time/Note 

Sept 3
rd 

, 2020 Monthly Meeting ZOOM Online Meeting 7:30pm 

Sept 26th, 2020 International Observe 
the Moon Night 

https://moon.nasa.gov/observe-
the-moon-night/ 

 

Oct 1
st
, 2020 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

Oct 10
th
, 2020 Monthly Star Party Seahawk Park Dusk 

Oct 17
th
, 2020 Monthly Star Party Caloosahatchee Regional Park Dusk 

Nov 5
th
, 2020 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

Nov 7
th
, 2020 Monthly Star Party Seahawk Park Dusk 

Nov 14
th
, 2020 Monthly Star Party Caloosahatchee Regional Park Dusk 

Dec 3
rd
, 2020 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Ctr Planetarium 7:30pm 

Dec 12
th
, 2020 Monthly Star Party Caloosahatchee Regional Park Dusk 

 
All observing events are Weather Permitting. 

If it is cloudy or a chance of rain, we may not setup at all. There 

may be no way to provide advance notice of cancellation.
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Events may be cancelled several hours before scheduled time based on observed 
conditions and forecasts at that time and weather may change. 

 

Monthly Star Parties: These are held at either Seahawk Park in Cape Coral or at Caloosahatchee Regional 

Park (CRP) off SR78 7 miles east of SR31. Other than park fees noted, these are free and open to the 

public.  Those wanting to learn how to use equipment can bring it to the monthly star parties or the monthly 

meetings. We are always glad to help people learn how to use their telescopes. It is also a great way to 

learn about different telescopes and try some out before making a purchase. 
 

Seahawk Park is in North Cape Coral off Wilmington Blvd. (Nelson Rd or Chiquita Blvd are the nearest 

cross streets.) There is a brown sign in the center median at the entrance to the park. (GPS may not get 

you to the park, as some of the local roads have been closed.) You will make a big J hook before getting to 

the parking area. Seahawk Park is managed by the Cape Coral R/Seahawks Club for Radio Controlled Planes 

and they have priority. They are usually done by sunset but may be there before sunrise. Park in the lot 

and transport your equipment to the concrete staging area before the runway. This park is handicap 

capable as there is level concrete leading from parking to the staging area. 
 

CRP has a gate that closes at dusk, you can check the county’s website for current gate closing times and 

the status of the park’s Northside entrance as that is where we observe from. (They may close the area if 

there are issues with the trails.) There is a parking fee of $1/hr or $5/day at CRP. Park in the main 

Northside parking lot. We sometimes setup down the dirt road that goes to the east. That area is grassy 

and may not be level, so one should walk on the dirt road as much as possible and watch their step. 
 

Big Cypress: The Big Cypress Welcome Center is located off US41 3 miles east of SR29 about 25 miles east 

of Naples. Big Cypress has earned a Dark Sky Park designation. They hold observing events down the road 

that extends south of the Welcome Center during the winter months. This is a real dark sky site. Their 

observing events are free. The site is open all the time and is a fee free area. They ask that you keep the 

road clear. 
 

Solar Events: We have daytime solar events where one can safely look at the Sun. Things such as 

sunspots and prominences may be visible. These are free unless tied to another event that may have an 

entrance fee. There are seasonal monthly events held at different parks around Charlotte County as well as 

at other major public events in SW FLA. 
 

Rotary Park Star Party: This is a free public star party held at Rotary Park at the south end of Pelican 
Blvd in South Cape Coral. Park to the west of the main building and walk to where we are setup to the 
east of the main building. 

 

Moore Observatory, FSW Punta Gorda Campus: The campus is located off Airport Rd just east of I-75. 

Go to the right around the lake and park. The observatory is located down the path along the lake. Besides 

the telescope in the observatory, additional scopes may be setup around the observatory. This is a free 

event. 
 

Star Party Etiquette: Bright white flashlights are not welcome. We use red flashlights to preserve our 

night vision. At the parks, please use just your parking lights if possible. As there may be cords and tripod 

legs that are hard to see in the dark, we ask that all children be well behaved and cautious around the 

telescopes. If you need help in moving around in the dark, just ask. Someone will be happy to guide you 

with a red light. If you have a telescope and need help with it, just ask. Someone will be glad to show you 

how to use it. 
 

Golden Rules to Telescope Observing: Move your eye to the telescope, don’t try to move the 

telescope to your eye! Ladders/chairs are there for your support, the telescopes do not provide support 

and should not be touched. 
 

Website: www.theeyepiece.org  Check us out on Facebook, too.

http://www.theeyepiece.org/
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Members’ Photos 
 
By Chuck Pavlik 

 

Solar Prominence 8/31/2020 
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Jupiter with Callisto taken 8-20-20  

no white spot.  

Took a shot of Jupiter on 8-27-2020 with 
white spot above the north belt 
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Follow NASA's Perseverance Rover in Real Time on Its Way to Mars 
JPL-News Weekly, August 21, 2020 (Article dated July 8) 

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news 
 

See the source online for videos and links. 

 
A crisply rendered web application can show you where the agency's Mars 2020 
mission is right now as it makes its way to the Red Planet for a Feb. 18, 2021, 
landing. 

 

 
 

The last time we saw NASA's Mars 2020 Perseverance rover mission was on July 30, 2020, as 
it disappeared into the black of deep space on a trajectory for Mars. But with NASA's Eyes on 
the Solar System 1, you can follow in real time as humanity's most sophisticated rover - and 
the Ingenuity Mars Helicopter traveling with it - treks millions of miles over the next six 
months to Jezero Crater 2. 
 
"Eyes on the Solar System visualizes the same trajectory data that the navigation team uses 
to plot Perseverance's course to Mars," said Fernando Abilleira, the Mars 2020 mission design 
and navigation manager at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Southern California. "If you 
want to follow along with us on our journey, that's the place to be." 
 
Give the Mars 2020 Perseverance spacecraft a spin. Fully interactive, Eyes on the Solar 
System 1 doesn't just let you track it in real time as it travels to the Red Planet. Dozens of 
controls on pop-up menus allow you to customize not just what you see - from faraway to 
right "on board." Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech 
 
Eyes doesn't just let you see the distance between the Red Planet and the spacecraft at this 
very moment. You can also fly formation with Mars 2020 or check the relative velocity 
between Mars and Earth or, say, the dwarf planet Pluto. 
 
"With all our orbital assets circling Mars as well as Curiosity and InSight on its surface, there 
is new data and imagery coming in all the time about the Red Planet," said Jon Nelson, 
visualization technology and applications development supervisor at JPL. "Essentially, if you 
haven't seen Mars lately through Eyes on the Solar System, you haven't seen Mars." 
 
Dozens of controls on pop-up menus allow you to customize not just what you see - from 
faraway to right "on board" a spacecraft - but also how you see it: Choose the 3D mode, and 
all you need is a pair of red-cyan anaglyph glasses for a more immersive experience. 
 
You don't have to stop at Mars, either. You can travel throughout the solar system and even 
through time. The website not only uses real-time data and imagery from NASA's fleet of 
spacecraft, it's also populated with NASA data going back to 1950 and projected to 2050. 
Location, motion, and appearance are based on predicted and reconstructed mission data. 
 
While you're exploring, take a deeper dive into our home planet with Eyes on the Earth 3 and 
travel to distant worlds with Eyes on ExoPlanets 4. 
 

  

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news
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More About the Mission 
 
Managed for NASA by JPL, a division of Caltech in Pasadena, California, the Mars 2020 
Perseverance rover is part of a larger program that includes missions to the Moon as a way 
to prepare for human exploration of the Red Planet. Charged with returning astronauts to the 
Moon by 2024, NASA will establish a sustained human presence on and around the Moon by 
2028 through NASA's Artemis lunar exploration plans 5. 
 
1 https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/orrery/#/sc_perseverance This captivating site is fun. 
2 https://mars.nasa.gov/news/8549/nasas-mars-2020-will-hunt-for-microscopic-fossils/ 
“NASA's Mars 2020 Will Hunt for Microscopic Fossils”, NASA Science Mars Exploration 
Program, November 12, 2019. 
3 https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/earth/#/ NASA, “Global Climate Change”, is an interactive site. 
4 https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/exo/#/ NASA, “Eyes on Exoplanets, is an interactive site site. 
(Beta) 
5 https://www.nasa.gov/specials/artemis/ NASA, “Artemis:  Humanity’s Return to the Moon, 
an informative site. 
 

For more information about the mission, go to: 
 
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/  
 
For more about NASA's Moon to Mars plans, visit: 
 
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/moon-to-mars  
 
News Media Contact 
 
DC Agle / Andrew Good Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif. 
818-393-9011 / 818-393-2433 
david.c.agle@jpl.nasa.gov  / andrew.c.good@jpl.nasa.gov  
 
Alana Johnson / Grey Hautaluoma 
NASA Headquarters, Washington 
202-672-4780 / 202-358-0668 
alana.r.johnson@nasa.gov  / grey.hautaluoma-1@nasa.gov  
 
2020-164 

https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/orrery/#/sc_perseverance
https://mars.nasa.gov/news/8549/nasas-mars-2020-will-hunt-for-microscopic-fossils/
https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/earth/#/
https://eyes.nasa.gov/apps/exo/#/
https://www.nasa.gov/specials/artemis/
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/moon-to-mars
mailto:david.c.agle@jpl.nasa.gov
mailto:andrew.c.good@jpl.nasa.gov
mailto:alana.r.johnson@nasa.gov
mailto:grey.hautaluoma-1@nasa.gov
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Tiny Asteroid Buzzes by Earth - the Closest Flyby on Record 
JPL-News Weekly, August 21, 2020 (Article dated August 18) 

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news 
 

See the source online for videos and links. 
 
An SUV-size space rock flew past our planet over the weekend and was detected by a NASA-
funded asteroid survey as it departed. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Near Earth Asteroids, or NEAs, pass by our home planet all the time. But an SUV-size 

asteroid set the record this past weekend for coming closer to Earth than any other 

known NEA: It passed 1,830 miles (2,950 kilometers) above the southern Indian Ocean 
on Sunday, Aug. 16 at 12:08 a.m. EDT (Saturday, Aug. 15 at 9:08 p.m. PDT). 

 

At roughly 10 to 20 feet (3 to 6 meters) across, asteroid 2020 QG is very small by 

asteroid standards: If it had actually been on an impact trajectory, it would likely have 
become a fireball as it broke up in Earth's atmosphere, which happens several times a 

year. 

 

By some estimates, there are hundreds of millions of small asteroids the size of 2020 QG, 

but they are extremely hard to discover until they get very close to Earth. The vast 

majority of NEAs pass by safely at much greater distances - usually much farther away 
than the Moon. 

 

This illustration shows asteroid 2020 QG's trajectory bending during its close 

approach to Earth. The asteroid is the closest known nonimpacting asteroid 

ever detected. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech 

 

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news
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"It's really cool to see a small asteroid come by this close, because we can see the Earth's 

gravity dramatically bend its trajectory," said Paul Chodas, director of the Center for 

Near-Earth Object Studies (CNEOS) at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Southern 
California. "Our calculations show that this asteroid got turned by 45 degrees or so as it 

swung by our planet." 

 

Zipping along at almost 8 miles per second (12.3 kilometers per second) - a little slower 

than average, Chodas noted - 2020 QG was first recorded as just a long streak in a wide-

field camera image taken by the Zwicky Transient Facility. The image was taken six hours 
after the closest point of approach as the asteroid was heading away from Earth. A sky-

scanning survey telescope funded by the National Science Foundation and NASA, the 
Zwicky Transient Facility is based at Caltech's Palomar Observatory in San Diego County. 

NASA's Near-Earth Object Observations Program funds data processing for NEO 
detections. 

 

Asteroid 2020 QG enters the record books as the closest known nonimpacting asteroid; 

many very small asteroids impact our planet every year, but only a few have actually 
been detected in space a few hours before impacting Earth. On average, an asteroid the 

size of 2020 QG passes this closely only a few times a year. 

 

In 2005, Congress assigned NASA the goal of finding 90% of the near-Earth asteroids 

that are about 460 feet (140 meters) or larger in size. These larger asteroids pose a 

much greater threat if they were to impact, and they can be detected much farther away 
from Earth, because their rate of motion across the sky is typically much smaller at that 

distance. 

 

"It's quite an accomplishment to find these tiny close-in asteroids in the first place, 

because they pass by so fast," Chodas said. "There's typically only a short window of a 

couple of days before or after close approach when this small of an asteroid is close 
enough to Earth to be bright enough but not so close that it moves too fast in the sky to 

be detected by a telescope." 

 

A division of Caltech in Pasadena, JPL hosts CNEOS for NASA's Near-Earth Object 

Observations Program in NASA's Planetary Defense Coordination Office. More information 

about CNEOS, asteroids and near-Earth objects can be found at: 

https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov 

For more information about NASA's Planetary Defense Coordination Office, visit: 

https://www.nasa.gov/planetarydefense 

For asteroid and comet news and updates, follow @AsteroidWatch on Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/AsteroidWatch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://www.nasa.gov/planetarydefense
https://twitter.com/AsteroidWatch
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network 
 

The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to 
astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.org to find local clubs, events, and more! 

 
 
 

 

Summer Triangle Corner: Deneb 
David Prosper 

 

 

The Summer Triangle is high in the sky after sunset this month for observers in the 

Northern Hemisphere, its component stars seemingly brighter than before, as they have 

risen out of the thick, murky air low on the horizon and into the crisper skies overhead. 
Deneb, while still bright when lower in the sky, now positively sparkles overhead as night 

begins. What makes Deneb special, in addition to being one of the three points of the 
Summer Triangle? Its brilliance has stirred the imaginations of people for thousands of 

years! 
 

Deneb is the brightest star in Cygnus the Swan and is positioned next to a striking region of 
the Milky Way, almost as a guidepost. The ancient Chinese tale of the Cowherd (Niulang) 

and the Weaver Girl (Zhinü) - represented by the stars Altair and Vega - also features 
Deneb. In this tale the two lovers are cast apart to either side of the Milky Way, but once a 

year a magical bridge made of helpful magpies – marked by Deneb – allows the lovers to 
meet. Deneb has inspired many tales since and is a staple setting of many science fiction 

stories, including several notable episodes of Star Trek. 
 

 

Astronomers have learned quite a bit about this star in recent years, though much is stillnot 
fully understood – in part because of its intense brightness. The distance to Deneb from our 

Sun was measured by the ESA’s Hipparcos mission and estimated to be about 2,600 light 
years. Later analysis of the same data suggested Deneb may be much closer: about1,500 

light years away. However, the follow-up mission to Hipparcos, Gaia, is unable tomake 

distance measurements to this star! Deneb, along with a handful of other especially brilliant 
stars, is too bright to be accurately measured by the satellite’s ultra-sensitive instruments. 

 
 

Deneb is unusually vivid, especially given its distance. Generally, most of the brightest stars 

seen from Earth are within a few dozen to a few hundred light years away, but Deneb 
stands out by being thousands of light years distant! In fact, Deneb ranks among the top 

twenty brightest night time stars (at #19) and is easily the most distant star in that list. Its 
luminosity is fantastic but uncertain, since its exact distance is also unclear. What is known 

about Deneb is that it’s a blue-white supergiant star that is furiously fusing its massive 

stocks of thermonuclear fuel and producing enough energy to make this star somewhere 
between 50,000 and 190,000 times brighter than our Sun if they were viewed at the same 

distance! The party won’t last much longer; in a few million years, Deneb will exhaust its 
fuel and end its stellar life in a massive supernova, but the exact details of how this will 

occur, as with other vital details about this star, remain unclear. 
 
Discover more about brilliant stars and their mysteries at  nasa.gov. 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.org/
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Long exposure shot of Deneb (brightest star, near center) in its richly populated 
Milky Way neighborhood. Photo credit: Flickr user jpstanley.. 

Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jpstanley/1562619922 
License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/ 

 

 
Spot Deneb and the other stars of the Summer Triangle 

by Looking straight up after sunset in September!

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jpstanley/1562619922
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/
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